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ABSTRACT

Now days, E commerce is a growing field in business world. Lots of people interested in online shopping for them
online recommendation is the best option. This recommendation system plays vital role in reducing information
load for users visiting online. Recommendation system’s working based on user’s basic attributes and its past
history record using this attributes and records particular choices are provided. Also main purpose of recommendation
system is to improvise access to related products and information. In this survey paper there are various
recommendation techniques such as collaborative filtering CF method, content based filtering method, knowledge
based technique and LCS algorithm.

Index Terms: Collaborative Filtering method, Content based filtering method, Knowledge-based method, LCS

1. INTRODUCTION

In present world due to increase in rate of information over internet information overload becoming very
big issue. Users has facing problems in searching relevant information[1]. Recommender systems are very
useful ine-commerce sites to recommend interesting and useful products and provide user’s information to
improve the decision-making process[2]. The first recommendation system was made in 1992 by Goldberg,
Nichols, Oki and Terry which is known as Tapestry. It was electronic mail system which was used to
perform some observation and providing feedback. Mostly sites providing recommendation system to raise
their consumer loyalty [3]. The two most commonly use technologies of recommendation system are
collaborative ûltering (CF) method and Content-based recommender system method. Also recommendation
system uses some technique like data mining and prediction algorithm guess consumer interest about
information, product and service user. The data mining process involves 3 main steps as: Preprocessing of
data, Analysis of data and Interpretation of result.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1. Collaborative Filtering Method

In recommendation system Collaborative filtering technique plays extremely vital role. It uses just the
rating data across enormous dataset. In CF dissimilar clients rates ‘N’ items or have similar behaviors so
CF will rate or perform on other items correspondingly. CF technique use previously existing information
from log servers associated with items/user interest to calculate items/user interest to diverse active (new)
users which might like active (new) Users. [4]

Fundamentally CF techniques are separated into three parts:
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a. Memory-based collaborative filtering technique

b. Model-based collaborative filtering technique

c. Hybrid recommendation technique

a. Memory-based collaborative filtering technique: The memory-based collaborative filtering technique
is use absolute dataset associated to user-item dataset. As explained by Breese et al Memory-based
CF algorithms usually use rating matrix to store user-item record to generate recommendation.
Frequently in memory base collaborative filtering technique takes neighbors item datasets to discover
the concern of user, which use in prospect for all the ratings by referring to users or items whose
ratings are similar to the further user or items [4].

b. Model-based collaborative filtering technique: In Model-based recommendation systems use a
few small datasets called model. This model is proposed using extracting some information from
the enormous database associated to particular parameter/attribute and uses this model every time
exclusive of using huge database, since that models increases together rapidity and scalability of
recommendation system [4].

c. Hybrid recommendation technique: Recently hybrid collaborative filtering is more accepted because
it improves quality of web page recommendation or user concern recommendation. Hybrid
Collaborative Filtering systems combine Collaborative Filtering with advance recommendation
techniques, to make enhanced predictions or recommendations of web pages to new users. The
hybrid recommendation techniques are fundamentally divided into two parts first that contain all
preprocessing methods and second that contains all rule finding. Since hybrid recommendation
system improves the predication scalability and superiority [4].

Structure of a typical CF recommender system includes:

I. Data Collection: Data collection is the important part of complete recommender system. The collected
data is divided into four types:

1. Demographic data:-Demographics information includes private data typically consist of name,
telephone, gender, hobbies, etc.

2. Production data:-Production information are simple to entrance by the trades. Traders be subject to
categorize their supplies agreeing to their tasks, trademarks, cost etc.

3. User behavior: During website browsing or music listening, users are expected to be observed by
the server which save a huge quantity of behavior information, for example the playing time of a
song, the buying date of a book, else even the number of clicks on a webpage.

4. User rating: A few websites offer ranking schemes and direct users to degree stuffs that they have
qualified, like movies, songs also web services. This rating returns the first choice of a user and
obtains developing consideration.

II. Pre-processing: Information pre-processing has turn into a vital portion of recommender systems,
which remains in charge for confirming the input information of collaborative filtering to be done
and consistent. Pre-processing is typically separated into the following three stages:

1. Data Cleaning:-Raw information cannot be directly used because the existence of unclean information
which can be generated by conceivable tools failures or transmission errors. Therefore data cleaning
is essential.

2. Generation of Implicit Ratings:-Explicit user ratings are considered as valuable information by
many collaborative filtering recommender systems.
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3. Data Integration:-Explicit and implicit ranking data are combined into a matrix, called, the rating
matrix.

III. Metrics of Collaborative Filtering: Typical process of Collaborative Filteringincludes calculating
missing values, ranking items and picking Top-N items.

Figure 1: Collaborative Filtering

2.2. Content based filtering method

In Content-based filtering technique filtering is completed based on customer’s concerned items. Within
content-based filtering technique, the web pages are suggested for a user very quickly from early database.
In that database different content of stuffs such as that the user has used in the early times and/or consumer’s
private data and first choice are inserted. The consumer’s data files can be made by using reactions to
questions, stuff rankings, or the consumer’s routing data to conclude the consumer’s first choice along with
benefits. With this method, recommendation can be done essentially from the accessible database and past
experience of the website visitor. The drawback of this method is, not all the times users give their ratings
appropriately for a website or web pages [4].

Several issues have to be considered when applying a content-based filtering system. First, terms can
either be allocated mechanically or physically. When terms are allocated automatically a method has to be
selected that can take out these terms from items. Second, the terms have to be characterized such that both
the consumer profile and the items can be judge against in a significant way. Third, a learning algorithm has
to be selected that is able to study the user profile supported on seen items and can make recommendations
supported on this user profile [4].

2.3. Knowledge-based techniques

Knowledge-based recommender systems need knowledge engineering with all of its related problems. For
a system to create worthy recommendations, it is essential to know what features of stuffaffects. It is
essential to have permission to a stuff database in which those features of stuff are freely discernable or at
least inferable.

There is no ramp-up problem in Knowledge-based recommender system as its recommendation is not
based on base of consumer ranking. It does not have to collect information about a specific user since its
resemblance decisions are independent of individual perceptions. Since its recommendations are based on
knowledge of the product area, it is resistant to statistical irregularities in market baskets.
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2.4. Longest Common Subsequence algorithm

One of the important problems in pattern matching is relating two sequences A and B to choose their
resemblance. Among them essential  methods of the problem is to choose the longest common subsequence
of A and B. The LCS string calculation metric processes the subsequence of most distance similar to both
orders. For example, if the two recommended list of products created from the core knowledge base constructed
on the currently obtained products by the consumer is Camera/Lens/Pouch along with other list Camera/Lens,
then the LCS algorithm abstracts the mutual series which is suggested to the consumer [1].

3. FACTORS AFFECTING RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM

3.1. Provider Recommendations versus Consumer Reviews

There are various types of online product recommendation on different website such as Provider
recommendation and consumer reviews. Online product recommendationis significant for consumers and
also trader as they offer shopping assist for customer. Provider recommendationsare obtained from statistical
analyseswhereas Customer reviews are offered by consumers.

Provider recommendations allow seller to make routine verdict about data which is to be display and
how it is going to be display based in buyer’s previous purchasing behavior along with buyer’s profile
information. Now days there are various kinds of Provider Recommendations have been developed, such
as content-based and collaborative based recommendations which are the most broadly used types of Provider
Recommendations.

Customer Reviews are one form of recommendations that are based on buyers-produced content. They
was derived from custom experiences and they are directly informed by further buyer’s, while Provider
Recommendations obtained from statistically processing of previous purchasing habit or curiosity profiles
plus given that key product aspects and explanations. Provider Recommendations are helpful to deliver
relatively personalized product stuffs to buyer’s, but Customer Reviews centered on giving opinion on a
given product stuff.

3.2. Consumer shopping efficiency

One of household production process is online shopping which needsimportant shareof human capital,
mostly product information along with website information in carrying out a number of buying-associated
tasks. Due to minimumrequired physical effort, information search and easier price comparisons buyersdecide
online shopping store. So, main focus on buyer product purchasing efficiency. Product purchasing is the
method in which buyers connect in knowledge exploration along with processing to choose which product
to buy to meet their precise requirements. It evaluate buyer product purchasing efficiency through two
main components: product screening efficiency as well as product evaluation efficiency.

3.3. Customer Loyalty

In electric commerce field the purpose of revisiting website is known as loyalty. At the same time it measure
the loyalty with repurchasing objective of buyers. This study insist on the loyalty with the purpose on either
revisit the website or rebuy in the prospect. There are mainly four types of loyalty are: effective loyalty,
Cognitive loyalty, conative loyalty and action loyalty. This study insist on the loyalty with the intention on
repurchase in the future as the actually shopping process can obvious the notion of Customer Loyalty relevantly.

4. RELATED WORK

MagdaliniEirinaki et al have proposed a clustering method to generate improved and fast recommendations
to the end user. For clustering they used semantically consistent clusters. In addition for recommendation
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they use Domain ontology which is derived from the keywords extracted from the web stuffing [4].Feng
Hsu Wanga et al have used clustering and association rule mining with web usage mining for better
recommendation. For clustering they implemented Hierarchical Bisecting methods [4].Baoyao Zhou et al
have used chronological pattern mining procedure for predicting the subsequently web pages. In next step
they used model base filtering technique, which stores the chronological web access patterns, and also
helpful for user pattern matching and recommendation rules creation [4].Mohammad et al have used
collaborative technique and content mining filtering methods for web page Recommendation. They in
addition use Fuzzy C-Mean and Ant colony clustering techniques on offline process (to be exact. Page
matching with the prior similar users and recommendation related products information) [4].

5. CONCLUSION

In past few years various recommendation system has been discovered. In this paper there is survey of
different types of recommendation system. Also there are different recommendation strategies from different
research papers. First is validate the main techniques of a usual Collaborative Filtering recommender system,
i.e., data collection, data pre-processing, and collaborative ûltering. It has two types of user data, i.e., user
behaviors and user ratings are examine and matched in detail. Also this paper contain survey of different
procedure like content based filtering, knowledge based technique and LCS algorithm. Among them most
commonly used recommendation system is collaborative filtering. In future recommendation system for e-
commerce will provide more visceral, immersive and well-rounded experience for every stages of buyer’s
journey.
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